West Haddlesey Parish Meeting
Minutes of West Haddlesey Parish Meeting held at
The George and Dragon Public House, Main Street, West Haddlesey
on
th
15 May 2017
at
8.05 pm
1.

Present
Glen Williams (Chair), Giles Bennett (Clerk), Mike Tate, Barry
Neale, Yvonne Fenton, Mick Wigglesworth, Jayne Purdy, Dave
Tolson, David Horton, Anne Horton, Jeanette Smith, Duncan
Proctor, Jean Proctor, Ian Hedley, Alistair Harrop, Nikki Keep,
Wendy Ormsby, Elizabeth Weatherell, Jane Woodhead, Peter
Jackson, Tommy Rowbotham, Tony Snowdon, Paul
Woodhead.

2.

Apologies
Helen Bennett, Richard & Richard, Margaret Rollinson, Andy
Hulme.

3.

Minutes of last meeting
The minutes of the last meeting were presented to the
meeting and agreed by Mick Wigglesworth as being a true and
accurate reflection of the business transacted at the meeting.

4.

Financial report for 2016 - 2017
Giles presented a brief summary of the finances for the
financial year just finished to the meeting and reminded the
meeting of the right of, and period for, public inspection of
the accounts if so desired.

5.

Matters arising from the last meeting
AED – Glen noted that it was installed and explained that the
number wasn’t given out unless someone called the
Ambulance Service, at which stage they would be given the
relevant details.

Fencing - It was reported that access issues with the relevant
farmers had been resolved and that the money received for
fencing would be spent as soon as possible
6.

Tidy Day 2017
It was agreed that a Tidy Day was in order, and a date would
be set and circulated shortly.

7.

Phone box library
It was reported that the phone box had been purchased for
the sum of £1.00 and plans were afoot to turn it into a
library. Yvonne Fenton kindly volunteered to be “librarian”.

8.

Crime in the village / CCTV
Glen gave a run down of recent criminal activity in and around
the village, and invited Mike Tate to prevent the meeting with
information on recommended methods of covering the village
with CCTV, which would consist of two NPR cameras at the
west end of the village, and one at the east end, along with
one high definition
The system would record to a large hard drive, connected via
broadband for access, hard wired into to the electrical supply
of one or more properties (at no cost to the owners).
There was discussion about the licensing and registration
requirements, but it was agreed that whilst they were
valuable issues to be discussed, they were secondary to the
initial.
It was broadly agreed that it was a good move, and that we
would proceed with getting some idea of costs and the
regulatory requirements.
Any other business

9.

Margaret Rollinson had reported issues with her tap water,
Glen agreed that he would get in touch with Yorkshire Water.

10.

Smell issues from the pumping station were raised and Glen
agreed that he would raise it with the relevant body.

There being no other business, the meeting closed at 8.40pm, with the
date and time of the next meeting to be arranged.

…………………………….
Chairman
……………….
Date

